Geometry	Chapter 8

Lesson 8-3

Example 1  Find the Measure of the Hypotenuse
BASEBALL  A junior baseball league uses a baseball 	file_0.png
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diamond in which the bases are placed 60 feet apart. 
Find the distance from second base to home plate.
The length of each leg of the 45-45-90 triangle formed 
by first base, second base, and home plate is 60 feet. The 
length of the hypotenuse, the path from second base to 
home plate, is times as long as a leg. So, the distance 
from second base to home plate is 60or about 84.9 feet.


Example 2  Find the Measure of the Legs
Find x.	file_2.png
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The length of the hypotenuse of a 45-45-90 
triangle is times the length of a leg of the triangle.
	AB	= (AC)
	10	= x	AB = 10, AC = x
	)	= x	Divide each side by .
	) ∙ ,)	= x	Rationalize the denominator.
	,2)	= x	Multiply.
	5	= x	Divide.
	7.1 	≈ x	Use a calculator.


Example 3  30°-60°-90° Triangles
Find PQ. 	file_4.png
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 is the longer leg, file_7.unknown
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 is the hypotenuse.
PR	= (QR)
	= (20) or 10	QR = 20
PQ	= (PR)
	= (10) or 10	PR = 10
	≈ 17.32

Example 4  Special Triangles in a Coordinate Plane
COORDINATE GEOMETRY  Triangle ABC is a 30-60-90 triangle with right angle A. file_9.unknown
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 is the longer leg with endpoints A(2, 2) and B(7, 2). Locate point C in Quadrant I.
Graph A and B. file_10.unknown
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 lies on a horizontal gridline of the 	file_11.png
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coordinate plane. Since file_13.unknown
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 will be perpendicular to file_14.unknown
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, 
it lies on a vertical gridline. Find the length of file_15.unknown
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.
AB = 7 - 2 = 5
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 is the longer leg. file_17.unknown
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 is the shorter leg.
So, AB = (AC). Use AB to find AC.

	AB	= (AC)	file_18.png
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	5	= (AC)	AB = 6
	)	= AC	Divide each side by .
	) ∙ ,)	= AC	Rationalize the denominator.
	,3)	= AC	Multiply.

Point C has the same x-coordinate as A. C is located ,3) units above A. So, the coordinates of C are (2, 2 + ,3)) or about (2, 4.89).

